Sir Gareth roberts made a stunning impact on the UK science scene, and his influence and reports brought optimism back into the university sector at a time when morale was low. he will be most remembered for his term as Chairman of the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals (CVCP) in 1995, when the UK government announced savage cuts in university funding, and the CVCP responded by a threat to impose a levy on all first-year students. this led to the 1997 Dearing inquiry into higher education, which recommended many of the points made by roberts, including fees on a loan basis, access for disadvantaged groups, and support for the vital role of university teaching. the Labour government accepted most of the recommendations, and large increases in university funding followed. in 2001 roberts was asked to review the problem of the growing shortage of people with science, technology, engineering and mathematics skills, and his report, SET for success, was specifically commended by the Prime Minister. additional funds were provided to raise the stipend of research students, to bring forward measures to recruit and retain science and engineering teachers, to modernize school and university science laboratories, and to create a new national centre for science teaching. he was primarily responsible, as Chairman of the research Careers initiative, for implementation of the Concordat, which set out clearly for the first time the need for a career structure for research students, and the way forward to achieve this. his prominence in the national scene might easily cause his earlier scientific achievements to be overlooked, although they were most significant. he first concentrated on the physics governing the injection of electrons into insulators and wide-gap semiconductors, and the laws governing their transit. this led to an interest in organic semiconductors, and his was the first publication on an efficient low-voltage organic lightemitting diode (LeD). Concerned that evaporation harmed the properties of organic thin films, he improved the design of the Langmuir-blodgett trough and developed their technique into a reliable method for the preparation and study of organics. he used the trough for research on a variety of materials, and many groups around the world followed his leadership, gaining much knowledge on the optical and electronic properties of organic conductors and insulators.
Family BaCkground and early liFe
Gareth roberts was born in north wales on 16 May 1940. his home was in Penmaenmawr, a small town that nestles between the mountains of Snowdonia to the south and the sea to the north, sheltered by the eastern tip of anglesey. the town's main income came from the granite quarried from the hill behind the town. Gareth's father worked there as a buyer, a title that carried more status than wealth. before the birth of the two children-for Gareth had a twin sister, Gwyneth-the family had extra income from Mrs roberts's work as a librarian at bangor University, but now there was little to spare, with no money for new clothes or Christmas gifts. nevertheless, it was a happy family, completed in 1944 by the birth of a second daughter, enid. the only language spoken was welsh, and Gareth knew no english until he was four years old, when he and Gwyneth first went to the Church of wales primary school, hand-in-hand, with a chocolate bar for lunch. Gareth was small and swift, and at school he was distinguished not just for his quick brain but also for his deft feet, for he soon mastered football skills. Gareth actually enjoyed all sport: his instincts were strongly competitive, to the extent that he occasionally forgot the rules and gained a reputation as a dangerous, if not a dirty, player. his progress at school was good but was interrupted for the last two years by frequent attacks of migraine, severe enough to confine him to bed. he used this time for private study and learning the piano, and passed the 11-plus exam without difficulty.
he then went to the John bright Grammar School, in Llandudno, a 12-mile train journey, and settled there as an excellent student. he was a sharp lad, missing little in the world around him, and, while in the Lower Sixth Form, noted an attractive 14-year-old girl during school assembly. in what was probably the first test of his networking and headhunting skills, he commissioned a friend to test the waters and to ask Charlotte Standen whether she would be interested in accompanying Gareth to see the film Partners. intrigued by the indirect approach, and possibly by the choice of film, Charlotte, whose family had come from London during the war, accepted. they remained companions while they were at school, to the extent that one evening Meri, Gareth's mother, came to Charlotte's house to see the girl who was distracting Gareth from his studies. She departed after the inspection, by no means convinced that all was in order. Gareth cannot have been entirely distracted, for he sailed through his oand a-levels. his progress in his studies was matched by his growing football skills, and he was persuaded to undergo training sessions at Manchester City Football Club. they eventually decided that his greater gift was for science, and he, rather reluctantly, agreed. he began his second choice of career by taking a degree course in physics at the University College of north wales (UCnw), in bangor. Meanwhile his school romance with Charlotte had blossomed, and although she had returned to London with her parents in 1958 they had kept in touch with daily letters. he spent most of his college vacations working in Croydon, in the bedding section of Grant's Department Store. while he was away in 1959, Meri was taken ill, and refused to ask him to return early. She died shortly after he came back for the beginning of term, and Gareth was desperately sad that he had missed time with her. those close to him attest that his subsequent drive to succeed was fostered by her memory.
UCnw was a small college, with an inspiring ambience, and Gareth was readily persuaded, after gaining first-class honours in 1961 with an average mark of 79%, to stay for a PhD on space-charge limited currents in semiconductors, under the supervision of a theorist, richard tredgold. Charlotte and Gareth married in 1962 after he had completed his first PhD year; after a short period in Llanfairfechan they moved to a cottage in Glasinfryn, a small and very welsh village on the outskirts of bangor. their first child, Peris, was born in 1966, in time to see england win the world Cup on television, seated on his father's knee.
early Career
Gareth was enchanted by the atmosphere of a research laboratory, and he made rapid progress. he was so active that his first paper was accepted for publication within a year of starting work (1)*. after he had been a research student for two years, an assistant lectureship post became vacant at bangor, and he was appointed though he was only 23 years old. although bangor had less than 1000 students in all subjects, it was a forcing ground for scientific talent, with contemporary luminaries such as robin williams (FrS 1990) , later Vice-Chancellor, Swansea University, in physics, and J. M. (later Sir John Meurig) thomas (FrS 1977) , later Director of the royal institution, in chemistry. both have testified to the profound influence that Gareth had on them, even at such an early stage of his career. Gareth's lifetime research interests were conditioned at bangor, for he never liked walking in well-travelled furrows, and little of his research was concerned with the fashionable semiconductors silicon and germanium. instead he concentrated on the physics governing the injection of electrons into insulators and widegap semiconductors, and the laws governing their motion within (2, 3) . he lectured at the university until 1966, when an opportunity arose to go to the USa. in May, richard tredgold had been scheduled to give a lecture on space-charge conduction at a conference in Sheffield but had had to opt out at the last minute. he had asked Gareth to stand in for him, which Gareth did with such aplomb that a representative of Xerox Ltd in the audience, Peter warter, offered him a five-year post in their laboratory in rochester, new york.
this was no easy transition for Gareth. the offer from Xerox could not be refused, but the robertses were a close-knit family, and Gareth's father and sisters feared that the separation would be permanent. there were promises of visits, but actually money was still scarce. they went in a state of trepidation, for they had no idea what life in the USa would be like. when they arrived it was as though they were on another planet, for they had never before seen a dishwasher, a drive-in cinema or a supermarket. in the event, they were made very welcome, and rapidly joined in the active social life of the laboratory. Gareth had been recruited to supplement the research on colour copying, which involved some of the less-studied semiconductors. this suited him, because he had developed a passion for applied physics, trying to understand how things worked, and making them work better.
he brought with him from bangor a background in the theoretical analysis of electrical transport in high-resistivity solids, but although he did some theoretical research at Xerox, his main contributions were measurements on temperature-dependent conductivity, current-voltage characteristics, and photoconductivity in mercury sulphide (4, 5, 7) , selenium (6, 9) and amorphous arsenic trisulphide (12) . with Fred Schmidlin he wrote a well-cited paper on localized electron energy levels in semi-insulators (8) .
although his spell in Xerox was extremely productive scientifically, he found some aspects of life in the laboratory unappealing. he thrived in a competitive environment but felt that the competition should be mainly with those outside, not with colleagues. he had discussed with Charlotte a return to the UK after three years, instead of the five originally intended, when he unexpectedly received a tempting and timely job offer. richard tredgold had left bangor to head a new physics department in the new University of Ulster, at Coleraine, and offered Gareth a senior lectureship, rare at his early age of 28 years. he would join there his old colleague from bangor, robin williams. it was too good a chance to reject.
Coleraine
Gareth settled quickly in Coleraine, developing further the research topics he had started at Xerox but also, for the first time, venturing into studies of organic semiconductors (10) . he was prolific in publications, continuing research topics he had developed at bangor and with Xerox, particularly on the interpretation of experimental data on semi-insulators (10-16). he was promoted to a readership in 1971, and, when tredgold moved to the physics chair in Lancaster in 1974, Gareth succeeded him as professor, later becoming Dean of Physical Sciences. Family life was also good. their daughter, bronwen, was born shortly after they arrived, and another son, Daron, came in 1971. they lived in rented houses in Portrush and Portstewart for two years, and then built their first home. however, though they had a full social life with many new friends, this was a period of great social unrest and violence in northern ireland, and there was much stress. the university could not be shielded from this, and in time Gareth began to feel the absence of the gifted english students who had previously been anxious to join him. this was a serious hindrance to progress, not just in his academic research but also to his attempts to broaden his involvement in applications, for in 1971 he had accepted a consultancy with iCi Ltd. this was with the Physical Sciences Group, a part of iCi's new Science Group, originally iCi's Corporate Laboratory, based at runcorn, Cheshire. included in their remit was the exploration of potential electronics applications for iCi's organic materials expertise. initially he gave advice on the interface between the organic material and the inorganic electrodes, but his role developed through the early 1970s to include lectures to staff on many aspects of solid state physics, device structures, experimental design and interpretation of results (17) . he felt that his time in Ulster was becoming less productive and began looking for alternatives. Fortuitously he saw an advertisement for a Professor of applied Physics and head of the Department of applied Physics and electronics at the University of Durham. he did not rate highly his chances of success, because he was only 36 years old, but his interview went well and he was offered the post. it was a big transition, because all the family had been very happy in ireland and had established solid roots, but the children, now 10, 7 and 5 years, viewed the move as an exciting family adventure.
durHam
Gareth made the most of his opportunity. his research changed in its emphasis, with him taking more interest in organic semiconductors, a topic broached during his iCi consultancy, and now transferred with him to Durham. though he did some work with evaporated films, he was concerned that the evaporation process was masking the full potential of the materials (18-20) and he began to study a technique for room-temperature growth of thin films invented in 1937 by Katharine blodgett (blodgett 1940). Dr blodgett worked under the general supervision of irving Langmuir in the General electric research laboratory in Schenectady, so the films grown by her method became known later as Langmuir-blodgett films. Gareth worked closely with the iCi Physical Sciences Group on the potential applications of Langmuir-blodgett films during the mid to late 1970s, and he became convinced that Langmuir-blodgett films were the best method for making organic devices (figure 1).
this married well at first with his iCi consultancy, because iCi were trying to produce artificial cell membrane structures for modelling the effects of membrane/molecular interactions, such as the fluidizing effects of anaesthetics, and also hoped to produce ordered ultrathin films of organic materials for applications in electroluminescence and as insulating layers in thin film transistors (21, 22) . Later, iCi felt that such research was too long-term, and their focus shifted to their conception of more realizable commercial targets in the broad field of electronics. it is interesting to note that a bolder and more persistent approach by Kodak in the USa yielded commercial organic LeDs, which are now sold widely, and plastic electronics has become a field of great industrial interest.
Gareth and his Durham group continued their research with many original discoveries. he was the first to demonstrate a thin-film organic LeD, albeit with a limited life (25) , and the group steadily improved their international profile. the staff numbers expanded rapidly, for Gareth was able to attract many talented scientists by sheer force of personality. the reputation of the department grew greatly under his leadership. he appreciated early the need for students to understand silicon chips, and established at Durham one of the first UK undergraduate silicon foundries. Mike Petty, his able lieutenant, recalls his charisma, clarity of thought, and energy as inspirational. it was a happy environment. Gareth and Charlotte were generous hosts, entertaining staff and students alike at their splendid house overlooking the City of Durham. they were immensely welcoming to newcomers to Durham, for example spending weekends helping them to find a home. Gareth also showed an intense loyalty to and career support of young colleagues and his research students. each year, Gareth would take his research group for a day out, which normally involved a visit to a local racecourse, where he showed an uncanny knack for backing the right horse. his hunches on important research directions were also well chosen. From 1978 onwards he concentrated on Langmuir-blodgett films, and was sure that they were the best vehicle for many applications of organic semiconductors. he became an authority on them, and in the following 20 years he published more than 80 research papers on the topic (for example (21-23, 29) ), covering many aspects of preparation, physical properties, and prototype sensors, and several thoughtful and influential reviews (24, (26) (27) (28) . he was a pivotal figure in inspiring many groups worldwide to adopt Langmuir-blodgett techniques as a method for producing thin-film organic structures, and markedly increasing our knowledge of their basic physical properties. this interest continues today. his research successes, with many publications and patents, were acknowledged in 1984 by his election as a Fellow of the royal Society, an honour he cherished probably more than the many that he received later.
THorn emi and oxFord though Gareth was clearly a success at Durham, he felt he had accomplished most of what was possible there. he was ambitious to operate in a more influential domain, closer to the centres of power. in 1985 he left for joint appointments as Director of research, thorn eMi plc, based in hayes, Middlesex, and Visiting Professor of electronic engineering at brasenose College, in oxford. he became fully engaged at thorn with the strategy of industrial research, but in parallel he continued personal research in oxford. there he established a new research group focusing on the physical behaviour of Langmuir-blodgett films (30) (31) (32) , and in particular on their potential for thermal imaging, exploiting the pyroelectric effect (33) (34) (35) . this period saw Gareth taking a more realistic view on the device potential of Langmuir-blodgett films, no doubt conditioned by his closer association with the industrial problems of development and production. he gradually withdrew from viewing Langmuir-blodgett as a panacea for all sensor needs, seeing that the method of producing films in quantity would be more expensive than more standard techniques. he nevertheless insisted that Langmuir-blodgett films provided an inexpensive way of measuring many physical properties, and could also feature in some specialized applications. his new stance was exemplified by his 1990 paper (36), 'Possible niches for Langmuir-blodgett films', in which he gently dismissed as impractical many of the device applications he had previously enthusiastically championed. however, he maintained that there were definite opportunities for Langmuir-blodgett in thermal imaging, because the pyroelectric factors of merit were already close to the system requirements.
his continued commitment to Langmuir-blodgett films was shown by his editing of the book on the topic in 1990, a volume that became the key text in this field and is still in print (37). he was also active in promoting the more general field of molecular electronics, through his chairmanship of the Science and engineering research Council's Molecular electronics Discussion Group from 1980 to 1986, and this led to a £20 million government LinK programme, and to the current interest in plastic electronics.
he was now becoming known nationally through scientific broadcasts and public lectures, and his 1988 bbC/royal institution Christmas Lectures, 'Science and technology in the home of the future', enthused many children and their parents, for his welsh charm was always combined with intense communication skills, and, of course, laughter. Laughter surrounded him throughout his life. he was no stranger to Prime Ministerial interviews, once reminding Margaret thatcher that they had both worked on Langmuir-blodgett films, though he had more publications! he even enlisted her aid in spreading the Langmuir-blodgett cause internationally, persuading her to deliver personally a Langmuir-blodgett trough made by Joyce Loebl Ltd of Gateshead to the Moscow institute of Chemical Physics, an event acknowledged in the Northern Echo of 7 april 1987.
he had maintained a close link with academia, for at thorn he had responsibility for all university contacts, and he was on the Universities Funding Council. it was therefore no surprise that in 1990 he was offered the prime position of Vice-Chancellor, Sheffield University. this came at a critical time in his relationship with thorn. things had gone well for the first five years. Gareth had treasured his connection with oxford, and encouraged close interaction with thorn Central research Laboratories (CrL), insisting on weekly visits of staff from both sides. he was keen on the one hand to promote the adoption of academic results in commercial applications, and on the other for his industrial colleagues to present their research at international conferences and publish in high-quality journals. he had come with plans to expand and enhance CrL, and at first took evident pleasure in attempting this. he often talked of CrL as an industrial University research Laboratory. but it was not to be.
in october 1989 Colin Southgate, the thorn eMi chairman and chief executive, presented to the staff at a company conference his view of the future. it was very carefully worded, and questions on the possibility of a demerger of CrL were greeted with the response that there was no intention of this happening. Most attendees took this all at face value, but the more worldly wise saw writing on the wall. Gareth loyally and stolidly disputed this interpretation, but soon he could see changes happening.
Gareth was always wedded to expansion, and his spirit found no comfort in the new CrL strategy for a leaner approach, apparently in anticipation of a separation from the main company and eventually a management buyout. the period of cost-cutting that followed shortly after Southgate's speech involved staff reductions, and he could not divorce himself from the feelings of the staff he had to see leave. he told friends that this was the worst period of his career. it contrasted starkly with his evident joy in the early days at thorn with the promise of a new way of doing research. he knew that he could not stay, and the offer from Sheffield was ideal for a new phase in his life. it opened many doors.
sHeFField not everything in his life then went smoothly. Unfortunately he had personal problems that marred his early time in Sheffield. the move south entailed work in three centres, for he maintained commitments in Durham, to the extent of publishing papers from there two years after he had joined thorn. the marriage with Charlotte foundered; they separated in 1991, and divorced two years later. he had to face his new role as a Vice-Chancellor without her at his side.
in 1992 he attended a conference in Leeds on quality, and there met Carolyn rich, a Director of Service Development for the national health Service. Carolyn had previously worked for Price waterhouse and had studied at hull University for a Master's Degree in health administration. her first marriage had ended in divorce some 10 years earlier, and she had two young daughters. She and Gareth found that they had much in common, and they married in 1994.
Gareth was determined 'to make Sheffield the pre-eminent university in the north of england'. with strong views about the duties and responsibilities of a VC, he knew that both teaching and research had to be superb, particularly at that time, when competition for funds and students was fierce. he also knew that the university included many driven individuals of enormous intellect, suspicious of control, and potentially anarchic in purpose. he could match that with his formidable powers of persuasion, relying on conviction and trust, not authority. in addition he wanted to see the university viewed as an integral part of the city. he became committed to the regeneration of Sheffield, serving on the boards of the Sheffield Development Corporation, Sheffield health authority and the regional Development agency for yorkshire and the humber, and co-founding the Sheffield First Partnership with the leader of the city council. he was also the prime mover in establishing in Sheffield the early outreach scheme, with the objective of preparing educationally and/or economically disadvantaged school students to become eligible for university education. the scheme had been in operation at every University of California campus since 1976, and had been very successful. it was equally successful in Sheffield and is still a feature of the university-town links. today there is resonance in the government attempts to broaden access to universities.
his influence spread well beyond Sheffield. Past experiences had taught him the power of personal contact, and the VC's formal residence, 'the Croft', was the base from which he operated, with many 'town and gown' dinner parties. he saw the virtue of expanding collegiate cooperation, and among the initiatives he fostered were the white rose University Consortium, the UK Science Council, and the worldwide Universities network, involving eminent british, american and Chinese universities. he was closely involved in establishing the russell Group of leading UK universities.
he also was conscious of the growing reputation of UK universities overseas, and undertook much international travel, including degree ceremonies in Malaysia, Singapore and hong Kong. he understood the growing importance of india and China, and built links with universities and research institutes in these and other countries.
in the summer of 1995 he was elected chairman of the CVCP, and immediately plunged into controversy. that autumn the government announced savage cuts in university funding, and he responded by refusing to meet the education Minister at the next CVCP meeting. Moreover, the CVCP threatened to impose a £300 levy on all first-year students. this was suspended after two meetings with Gillian Shephard, the Secretary of State for education at the time, when she announced the establishment of an inquiry into higher education, led by Sir ron Dearing. the Dearing report on 'higher education in the Learning Society' was published in 1997, and, unsurprisingly, the recommendations included many of the points made earlier by Gareth: fees on a loan basis, access for disadvantaged groups, an emphasis on the importance of university teaching, and much more. as he put it, 'the report reveals an abundance of common ground with the CVCP.' David blunkett, then Secretary of State for education, accepted the Dearing report almost in its entirety, and large increases in university funding followed later. Gareth was knighted that year for services to higher education. that year he also became a member of the board of the higher education Funding Council for england, and a year later President of the institute of Physics.
Gareth never remained in a post beyond the point where he felt his impact was diminishing. Sheffield had made immense strides forward during his Vice-Chancellorship, but he thought that, after 10 years, both needed a change. he was alert to the next challenge and hoped for a base nearer London, where he was already engaged in a number of responsibilities. while returning from one of his activities abroad he saw an advertisement in the Sunday Times for a vacancy in the presidency of wolfson College, oxford. he was not then committed to leaving Sheffield, but felt that the opportunity was too good to ignore. he appreciated that though he had long given up personal research, at Sheffield he had kept close to topics in which he had some experience, on occasion even recruiting complete research teams. Sheffield was a powerhouse, with more than 2000 postgraduates and many staff conducting research, much at an international level. in comparison, wolfson was a minnow, with less than 2% of Sheffield's research funding. nevertheless it was a college of character. it had been founded by isaiah berlin in 1965 as a community for postgraduate students mainly in natural and social sciences, a centre of academic excellence with a strong democratic ethos, with close connections between students and fellows. this certainly appealed to Gareth, who was gregarious by nature, and he applied for the vacancy. he was appointed, and left Sheffield early in 2001, not without a backward glance.
WolFson College, oxFord Life in oxford was certainly a contrast. Carolyn described it as 'a sheltered environment, like a little box of hand-made chocolates'. Gareth drew well on his experiences at Sheffield. he continued the 'town and gown' evenings, and interacted with local industry, holding a visiting professorship in the Said business School and a directorship of isis innovation Ltd, the wholly owned subsidiary of the university, which managed technology transfer. the family lived in the wolfson College President's residence, a large and rambling house with a big garden backing on to the college lawns, and a gate that led to the river Cherwell. although Gareth was a stone's throw from his office, and enjoyed close interaction with the students, college life was not intrusive, and there were fewer weekend engagements. they had more time to themselves as a family, and even took to walks along the thames Path. he was also much nearer to London, where more and more of his interests were accumulating, one important project that bridged the years at Sheffield and wolfson was the research Careers initiative (rCi). this had its roots in the 1993 white Paper 'realising our Potential', which recognized the importance of the research base and its contribution to the wealth of the UK, and demonstrably raised the profile of science. it was followed in 1996 by a Concordat on Contract research Staff Career Management, to which most of the main UK research funding bodies subscribed, seeking to increase the attractiveness of a research career in UK academic institutions. it had been thought for some years that the position of research workers was anomalous, with no focus on career development, nor agreed standards for staff management. the Concordat was a big step in the right direction, but there was no requirement for a body to subscribe wholly in a defined time to the principles expressed in it. the rCi was set up under Gareth's chairmanship to implement the commitments of the Concordat, to monitor progress, and to encourage and disseminate good practice. it issued a final report in 2003 (40) , was eminently successful, and is probably Gareth's main and lasting achievement, for its influence persists today. with others, he had expressed concern about the growing shortage of people with science, technology, engineering and mathematical skills, and, while working on the rCi, he was commissioned by Gordon brown, the Chancellor of the exchequer at the time, to review this related problem. his report in May 2002, SET for success (38) (figure 2), was specifically commended by the Prime Minister, and as a result additional funds were provided to raise the stipend of research students, bring forward measures to recruit and retain science and engineering teachers, modernize school and university science laboratories, and create a new national centre for science teaching. his name is preserved in the provision of transferable and career development skills where 'roberts money' is still attached to the title of the fund.
in 2003 he was invited by the four UK higher education funding bodies to review the research assessment exercise (rae), the controversial method used for determining the funding for individual institutions. he suggested continuation of the rae in 2008, but with some significant changes in methodology (39) . he reminded the funding councils that all methods of evaluation distort the target of assessment, a well-known scientific principle. he therefore urged care in effecting his suggested changes, which were adopted. his caution was justified, for as time has passed, the virtues of his method have come under harsh criticism. nevertheless, he was invited to assist the australian government in establishing a similar scheme, a request he readily accepted, not least because his daughter had emigrated there some years earlier (figure 3).
he also was asked to advise the Singapore government on the audit of their universities, and in his last year of life was appointed to the University Grants Committee in hong Kong. he was persistent in driving for better ways of enthusing the young in science and engineering, and in 2005 became the board Chairman of Setnet, which seeks to stimulate the interests lasT days in January 2005 Gareth felt unwell, and it was thought he had type ii diabetes. he decided to exercise and to adopt a more healthy diet, eschewing the sweets to which he had always been addicted. his health gradually deteriorated, and in mid 2006 an ultrasonic scan revealed a growth, which was cancerous. he faced this with his usual positive attitude, and worked from home until he died there, on 6 February 2007. a bright light went out.
Gareth was a fervent welshman, who never forgot his plain roots. he was always a little surprised at the prestige he commanded, though he never acted posh. he leaves behind his two sisters, Gwyneth and enid, Charlotte and their children, Peris, bronwen and Daron, their six grandchildren, and Carolyn and her daughters, Julia and antonia. 
